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ACTIVITIES LIST 
Future Tripping, Vision Boarding for a Brighter Future: How often do you take the time to sit 
down and brainstorm the life you want to live? We are welcoming you to get specific. A vision 
board is a tool used to help clarify, concentrate and maintain focus on a specific life goal. Each 
guest will be given a blank canvas to display images (magazine cut outs, printed or drawn 
images or symbols) that represent what you want to be, do or have more of in your life. This is 
a time to dream big in community with other ladies with lofty aspirations. 
 
Chakra Healing Yoga + Sound Bath 
Vinyasa flow yoga and sound therapy focusing on aligning chakras. Chakras are energy centers 
in the body that align to psychological, spiritual, and emotional parts of ourselves. There are 
seven chakras in the body residing along the spine. You should visualize chakras as spinning 
wheels of energy each with their own unique color and purpose. When they are balanced and 
open, you feel a flow to life. In this class, we'll work to balance chakras and power certain ones 
to energize us. The class will end with a sound bath for deep meditation. Led by Alice Hu. 
 
The CANIS Shift: Movement & Meditation  
Move your body, shift your mind. Lengthen and strengthen your muscles to upbeat 
transformational music, and as you inhale and exhale, watch your mind expand each breath 
you take. With a mixture of heart opening, full body sculpting, exhilarating movements, witness 
your energy transform just over an hour’s time. 
 
Cami works to continuously bring your heart rate up and back down through a series of high 
intensity movements fueled by a curated song list designed to get you into an embodied state 
of movement. Slowly winding down with restorative postures & ending with an extended 
savasana for a unique sound meditation experience. Tune into your breath and body through 
Sound Meditation with Crystal Alchemy Singing Bowls. Come out the other side feeling lighter, 
inspired and more connected to yourself and all beings around you. 
 
Sound Bath  
A sound bath is one of the easiest ways to start meditating. The sound from singing bowls 
immediately drops you into meditation, allowing for a relaxing and soothing experience.  
 
Breathwork 
Breathwork is an active meditation technique that uses the breath to purge the body and 
nervous system of emotional debris.  It is part catharsis, part socially sanctioned adult temper 
tantrum, part community building and part consciousness altering.  The experience moves 
stuck emotional energy and facilitates release of strong emotions like anger and sadness.  It can 
help you to find a home in your body and your heart and help you learn to trust yourself.  It 
leaves you feeling softer, open and less burdened. 
 
Raven Rock Hike: Berryville, VA is known for it's amazing hikes and beautiful overlooks. We 
have set aside time on Sunday afternoon for an optional hike--this will be our last stop before 
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heading back to DC. Join Cami for a breathtaking afternoon both visually and physically. Check 
out the details of the hike here. 
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NOURISHMENT: SAMPLE MENU 
 
Cami will be preparing seasonal offering with local foods and far away superfoods. Our 
retreat food will focus on organic, non-gmo foods, created with you and the earth’s best 
interest in mind. Here is a sneak peak of the offerings. Dietary preferences will be 
accommodated upon request. 
 
FRIDAY: Post dinner arrival: “relax your mind Lattes” + a special treat upon arrival. 
 
SATURDAY:  
Pre-yoga: Fresh organic fruit pre-movement. Wydown cold brew Coffee or organic Matcha 
lattes with home made non-dairy milks. 
 
Breakfast: Coconut yogurt parfaits with fresh organic fruit and avocado toast with toppings. GF 
toast available. 
 
Lunch: Roasted sweet potato boats topped with black bean and corn salad or curry chicken 
salad served with kale slaw. 
Appetizer: Veggies and hummus spread. 
 
Dinner: Saturday Night Harvest Dinner under the Shenandoah Mountain Stars: Baby spinach 
salad with fresh herbs, sliced apple, roasted almonds with Tessemae's Balsamic Dressing.  
Mushroom or chicken + veggies kabobs with chimmichuri, roasted rosemary potatoes. 
 
Dessert: TBD 
 
SUNDAY: 
Breakfast: Savory and sweet Swapples served with toppings such as almond butter, local 
honey, fresh fruit, hummus and avocado. 
 
Lunch: Superfood Smoothies before departure Sunday around 2pm. 
 


